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Market VistaTM
Global services tracking across functions, sourcing models, locations, and service
providers – industry tracking reports also available
BFSI1 information technology

PricePointTM

BFSI1 business process

Finance & accounting

Healthcare information technology

Procurement

Information technology

Human resources

Cloud VistaTM

Recruitment process

Global sourcing

Contact center

Locations InsiderTM

Transaction Intelligence

Custom research capabilities
 Benchmarking | Pricing, delivery model, skill portfolio
 Peer analysis | Scope, sourcing models, locations
 Locations | Cost, skills, sustainability, portfolio – plus a tracking tool
 Tracking services | Service providers, locations, risk
 Other | Market intelligence, service provider capabilities, technologies, contract
assessment

Banking, financial services, and insurance
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Background and scope of the research

Background of the research
 The global sourcing market continued to evolve and grow rapidly in 2013 to reach a size of ~US$137 billion. While
buyers leverage different sourcing models as per their objectives and requirements, the GIC model continues to be
an integral component of this evolution
 The success of the GIC model in India and Philippines led buyers to explore other locations. While both these
countries continue to lead GIC activity, companies also established GICs in other parts of Asia, Central and Eastern
Europe (CEE), Latin America, and Middle East and Africa (MEA)
 Besides the geographic diversification, the GIC market also expanded well across industry verticals and functions
The scope and methodology of this report:
 The first section of this report analyzes the overall GIC landscape in terms of growth, buyer portfolio, scale,
functions supported, and key delivery locations
 The report also provides a yearly update of the GIC market in 2013, compared to the last two years
 The third section is a deep-dive into the GIC market across locations, verticals, and functions
– Locations: Coverage across Asia, CEE, Latin America, and MEA
– Verticals: Banking, Financial Services & Insurance (BFSI), Energy & Utilities (E&U), healthcare, Manufacturing,
Distribution & Retail (MDR), technology, and telecom are the focused industry verticals covered in this report
– Functions: Besides covering Business Process (BP), Infrastructure Technology (IT), and R&D/engineering
services, the report provides extensive views across subfunctions of BP and IT
 The last section is an assessment of strategic priorities for GICs, covering end-to-end ownership and Global
Process Owners (GPOs), creating talent value proposition, alignment with parent on value beyond arbitrage, and
collaboration with service providers (vendors)
 This report is based on Everest Group’s proprietary GIC database that is updated quarterly with new set-up activity,
expansion/contraction of existing GICs, divestitures, and capability additions in addition to ongoing interactions with
GICs and parent stakeholders
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Overview and abbreviated summary of key messages

This report provides a deep-dive into the GIC landscape and a year-on-year analysis of the GIC trends in 2013, comparing them
with trends in last two years. The research also brings out key insights into the GIC market across locations, verticals, and
functions and concludes with an assessment of strategic priorities for GICs
Some of the findings in this report, among others, are:
Overview of the
GIC landscape



GIC landscape –
2013 year-in-review



Trends in the GIC
market









Strategic priorities
for GICs



The GIC segment accounted for 20 to 25% of the global offshore services market (estimated at
~US$137 billion in 2013)
Although, the GIC market continued to register new GIC set-ups, slowdown in the global economy
impeded the rate of growth since 2012
The number of GIC set-ups declined from 103 in 2011 to 69 in 2013. However, the market is
expected to gain momentum in the near future
In 2013, the share of U.S.-based firms setting up GICs fell. This was taken over by firms from
Europe and APAC. Also, technology firms took a backseat in the last one year. BFSI and telecom
were the only two verticals which saw increased GIC activity in 2013, compared to 2012
GIC activity remained stable in the CEE region but declined in India, Rest of Asia, and Latin
America. Middle East and Africa (MEA) was the only region which saw increase in the number of
GIC set-ups in 2013, as compared to last year
Leading firms are expanding their GIC operations to tier-2/3 cities due to increased saturation in
tier-1 cities
As GICs evolve further, there are multiple strategic priorities that can help them in their maturity
journey. These priorities include end-to-end ownership of GICs to evolve into global process
owners, creating talent value proposition in the GIC model, attaining alignment with parent
stakeholders on value beyond arbitrage, and collaboration with service providers (vendors)
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This study offers four distinct chapters providing a deep dive
into key aspects of GIC market; below are four charts to
illustrate the depth of the report
Overview of the GIC landscape

GIC landscape – 2013 year-in-review
Distribution of offshore GICs by parent geography
Percentage

Number of leading offshore GICs
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Trends in the GIC market
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Strategic priorities for GICs

GIC market size (FTEs) by delivery location
2013; ‘000s

Poland

2012

India

Future expectations on value beyond cost savings
1 = Low priority
Mean rating across respondent category
3 = High priority
3
Enhance efficiency of
Enhance effectiveness
processes undertaken
of processes
Seen as center
Drive process
of excellence
2
transformation

Mean rating across parent respondents
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Provide access and
flexibility to hire niche skills

1

0

Stimulate creation of
new products/services
and drive innovation
0

1
2
3
Mean rating across GIC respondents

Everest Group (2014)
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Additional research recommendations

The following documents are recommended for additional insight into the topic covered in this research. The recommended
documents either provide additional details on the topic or complementary content that may be of interest
1. Global In-house Center (GIC) Landscape in Malaysia and Trends in Offshore GIC Market (EGR-2013-2-R-0950); 2013. This report
provides a deep-dive into the GIC landscape in Malaysia. The research also provides an in-depth analysis of the overall GIC landscape,
focused coverage on key industry verticals, and insights into trends for the last 30 months (2011-H1 2013)
2. Global In-house Center (GIC) Landscape in Costa Rica and Trends in Offshore GIC Market (EGR-2013-2-R-0863); 2013. This
report provides a deep-dive into the GIC landscape in Costa Rica. The research also provides an in-depth analysis of the overall GIC
landscape, focused coverage on key industry verticals, and insights into trends for the last three years (2010-2012)
3. Global Offshore Global In-house Center (GIC) Landscape and Trends: Focus Geography – Poland (EGR-2012-2-R-0747); 2012.
This report analyzes the GIC landscape and key trends for the last 30 months (2010-H1 2012). The report also provides a deep-dive of
the GIC landscape in Poland covering market size and growth, distribution of GIC landscape, and in-depth exploration of industry
verticals
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